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Taxes and Market Stability

Bengt-Christer Ysander

Much has been said and wri tten by now ahout the

possible stabilizing effects of public budgets on

the effective nemano in the total economy. On the

following pages we are concerned wi th a hi therto

seldom discussed topic, namely the possible des ta

bilizing effects of taxes ann subsioies in indivi

dual markets. Particular examples of these possihil

ities, for example in the labor markets and in

the markets for housing, have lately aroused a

good deal of public niscussion in Sweaen, whose

world leadership when it comes to taxing ambi

tions, especially marked in the seventies, makes

some of these problems particularly acute. Unfortu

nately we still lack a well-establishea analytical

framework for dealing wi th these kinds of stabi 1

ity problems. The modest aim of the followinq

discussion is merely, to point out some dimensions

of the problem and to provide some i llustrative

examples of passible tax-induceo instahility.

The Changing Role of Taxation

Over the last half-century "taxation"--which in

the following I take to inclune alsa negative

taxes or subsidies--has not only been steeply in

creased in most market-economies, but has at the

same time also changeo character. Taxation once
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used to be dominated by the fiscal aim of financ

ing the provision of certain basic collective

goods, mainly the machinery of control--central

administration, defense, justice , etc. The means,

then, could be kept relatively few ana simple--a

low income tax with at most a mila form of progres

sion and/or local estate rates. This, as it happ

ens, is still the picture of the public sector

often presented in economic equilihrium theory-

the provision of collective goons being financen

if not by lump-sum taxes then hy sorne proportio

nate taxation on final goods. There is, then, no

need to worry about taxes destabilizing indivinual

markets. Apart from the problems of international

adjustment, in a model economy without monetary

markets proportionate price increases need not

change the stability properties of innividual pro

duct markets.

The aims and means of taxation today are very

different. A drastic illustration of this is provi

ded by Sweden, where the structural change in

taxation has probahly gone further and faster

during postwar years than in any other industria

lized market economy.

The provision of collective goods in the narrow

definition of the woro presented above, plays a

steadily decreasing role in the public budgets and

is now responsible for less than 15 per cent of

total centra l CJovernment expenditure. Apart from

social insurance the dominant expenniture items on

the public buogets are, now, subsioies of social

and private goods. In the national accounts these

are classified either as public consumption or

transfers depenning on how prorluction ana distribu

tion are organizeo.
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The ways of financing public expenditure are also

becoming more varied and complex. Although taxes

on income and wealth, have been sharply increased

and made more progressive in the early seventies,

they now provide, in Sweden, less than half of

central government income and are, to an increas

ing extent, being complemented by various forms of

indirect taxation, including, V.A.T., obligatory

social insurance fees and taxes on non-labor fac

tors.

Today's public budgets, therefore, can be best

characterized as huge instruments for central

price and income regulation. By combining positive

and negative taxation wi th various forms of tax

rebates and subsidy rules a highly individualized

and differentiated form of taxation can in prin

ciple be realized--given the necessary informa

tion. wi th the high general level of taxation-

more than 2/3 of private disposable income being

channeled through public budgets--the tax effects

on individual markets are, in any case, becoming

increasingly decisive for price-setting and profit

ability also in the private production sectors.

The differentiation of means are correlated to-

and indeed to a large extent motivatived by--a

differentiation of the aims of taxation. The cen

tral government's wish to fulfill increasingly dif

ferentiated aims concerning industrial and regio

nal policy and income redistribution without undue

centralization of market decisions, have put a

great strain on the system. In the last few years

the shrinking possibility for redistribution in

Sweden by way of progressive income taxes has led

to an increased use of differentiated price sub

sidies as a means of redistribution.
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There are doubts as to whether we have - or will

ever have - sufficiently precise tax instruments,

and enough information on how to use them, to

match the regulatory amhi tion of the government.

Most tax instruments are still rather blunt in the

sense that considerations of fairness and admi

nistrative simplicity force us into making tax

rules so general that they usually hit rather

widelyor wildly compared with the aims of tax

policy. The complex pattern of taxation and the

decentralized handling of various policy areas

also make it increasinqly more di fficul t to dis

cern or guess the combined impact of the various

horizontal chains of taxation on inCiivinual mar-

kets and goods.

This raises several important questions concerning

efficiency limits to economic control by way of

taxation. The one we are going to neal wi th here

is the problem of possible tax-innuced market in

stability. What happens to "normal" price adjust

ment mechanisms when these are not only transform

ed by prevailing tax rates but also intercepted

by a simultaneous process of tax adjustment with a

qui te di fferent purpose? How do the "tax links"

between different markets affect the stability of

interrelated markets? ~'fuat are the chances of at

tempted tax adjustments ever converginq on the

intended allocative or distributional targets?

Market Stability from An Equilibrium p.~~~!:__~f_~~iew

In looking for an analytical framework

ing tax-induced market instability you

for study

are faceii
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with two main alternatives. You can plunge direct

ly into a oisequilibrium scenario, which means

paying the price of not "being able to generalize

and of not necessarily ever being in the neighbor

hood of equilibrium.

The other and more traditional way of studying

stability problems is by looking at them from the

point of view of an equilibrium position. The

question will then roughly be the following: given

that the agents behave as if they were constantly

in an equilibrium and that the adjustrnent process

follows some simple prescribed rules, what are the

conditions for convergence? The results you attain

this way are mostly of a rather formal and general

nature, but may still provide some learls as to how

to structure our approach to the problem of tax

induced instability.

The usual stability analysis aims at determining

sufficient conditions under which a system of

market price adjustments, each being a monotonic

function of excess nemand, will converge. 1 The

results of these studies are by now well known

(ef., for example, Karlin (l959), Lancaster

(1968), Arrow-Hahn (1971»). To make sure of conver

genee three types of condi tions are usually

needed. One type of condition guarantees that the

agents are wil1ing to accept disequi1ibrium prices

as if they stemmed from a final equilibrium (cf.,

ItWa1ras' law tl
). A second type of conaition--for

discrete-time adjustments--is needed to ensure

that the rate and/or stepsize of adjustment is not

so big that you over-shoot the equilibrium target

by too much.

l See Appendix, nate I, p. 225.
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Finally you need some conoition concerning the

1inks between the adjustment in different mar1<ets

to make sure that solving excess demand problems

in one area does not inflate the same problems in

other markets by too much.

This last condi tion can take many technica1 forms

--"gross substitution", "aggregate revealed prefer

ence", "diagonal dominance" , etc.-- all of which,

unfortunately, appear rather restrictive and niffi

cult to make intuitively plausible.

These conditions are suggestive when transplanten

to our special problem of tax-induced instability.

When agents become conscious of prices being to a

large extent determined in government offices,

they may be less willing to accept them as given

data to which they passively adjust. The varyinq

"tax multiplier" on price in nifferent markets

could increase the risk for excessive, destabiliz

ing adjustment steps in some markets.

Taxes and tax ad justments tenn to provioe ni rect

links between adjustments in nifferent markets.

The risk would consequently increase that an ad

justment in one market Might counteract overall

stability by disrupting other markets.

There are other limitations of existing economic

stability analysis apart from the restrictive

conditions used. It tells us, in fact, little or

nothing about those stability properties of the

economic system that we are often most interesten

in when dealing with real-life economies. 1 One

l See Appendix, notes II ann III, pp. 226 ff.
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such property, for examp1e, is stability in the

sense that prices (and volumes) originating from a

point within a region will never move outsirle

given boundaries. Another question has to do with

the passibility of prices converging to an equilib

rium "close" to the original one, after a shift in

some coefficient. In as far as taxes tend to

change even the behavioral structure of an econo

mic system these stability questions are very per

tinent and will be raised again later on in connec

tion with some of the illustrative examples

quoted.

The problem with which we are concerned here-

simultaneous price and tax adjustment in indivi

dual markets--can obviously be treated as an

extension of the traditional market stahility prob

lem. The stability problem of decentralizerl

policy, without involving simultaneous price ad

justment, has been rliscussed by inter alia Hunnell

(1962) and Cooper (1967). They were cencerned with

the risks of instability with a decentralized

policy arising from the inahility of individual

authori ties to foresee and take inte account the

effects of policy instruments on markets or areas

outside their own field of responsibility. The

question of what happens if you combine the two

problems--superimposing a tax aojustment on a

market price adjustment--has, however, not been

treated in economic literature, as far as we know.

We hope the examp1es presented below will suffice

to show that further work in this direction could

be worthwhile and relevant to economic policy.
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Tax-induced Instability in A Single Market

Let us start by looking at a general and very

simple case --price- and tax-adjustment in continu

ous time in a single market. The "tax coeffi

cient" , T, is supposed to be defined in terms of

the producer price, P. The product, TP, gives the

demand price. The producer price is supposed to

adjust in a simple way, changing in proportion to

excess demand, while the tax rate is adjusted

proportionate to some other function of market

conditions. A straightforward tax target--rela

tively innocuous from a stability point of view-

would be the volume of demand. The aim of the tax

authorities could then simply be to make demand,

d, adjust to a pre-set value d*. The purpose of

such a tax target could be, for example, to limit

the effect of environmental damage or some other

collective externaiity or to keep down consumtion

of some noxious commodity. Denoting the supply

function by s (p) we would then have the following

system:

p aE

AG

a ( d ( TP ) - s (p) )

A(d(TP) - d*)

P, T, a, A > O

( l )

( 2 )

If we assume stability in the Liapunov sense,

local asymptotic stability or resilience 1 is a

necessary condition for global stability. With

this assumption we can discover possibilities of

l See Appendix, note I, p.225.
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global instability by simply looking at local pro

perties. 1

If we assume E and G to be continuous functions

and P*,T* to be an equilibrium point, we can use a

linear approximation arounn this equilibrium~

E ( 3 )

G = Gpp + G~~ (4)

where E* G* E: and G: denote the first partiai
p' p'" "

derivatives of E and G with respect to P and T at

the equilibrium, and p, 't stanö for (P-P*) and (T

T*) •

The linear adjustment system can then be wri tten

in vector form as:

( 5 )

where A is the matrix

l It should perhaps be emphasized that what we
are, then, condi tionally proving is only that the
system will not tend to work back all the way to
the equilibrium. To prove unconditionally that the
system is unstable in the sense of Liapunov, that
it will eventually tenn to cross any preset bounda
ry, would require, for example, the use of one of
Liapunov I s own instabili ty theorems and wouln in
the discussed examples be a difficult --and often
impossible-- task.

2 A tax adjustment similar from a stability point
of view is implied by any progressive taxation of
the supply price. This can be seen, for example,
by writing the progressive rate as T = ÄP which
gives; = ~p. -
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(6 )

It may faeilitate the understanding of the adjust

ment process if we rewrite (5) in terms of the

slope 00 the demand curve, od*/o(TP), and supply

curve, os*/oP, respeetively:

p a(pT*+'tP*)(~)* - ap(OS)*°\TP J °P
a~*(d-s) ( 7)

.
't A(pT* + 'tP*)(~)*

o(TP)

A~*d, (8)

where ~ is used to denote the differential. In

comparison with a rnarket situation without tax,

two ehanges have oeeurred in the adjustment. The

demand differential is now a funetion of two kinds

of divergences instead of just one--in the produ

cer I s priee and in the tax eoefficient. Secondly,

beside the price adjustment we now have the tax

adjustrnent being proportionate to the ehange in

demand as weIl.

The systern (5) is a first order homogeneous linear

veetor differential equation. It will eonverge-

showing loeal asymptotic stability--if and only if

all roots of A have negative real parts. l

1 For a survey of the "mathematies of stability"
ef. La Salle-Lefschetz ( 1961) and Murata ( 1977) •
See also Appendix, notes I-II, pp.225 ff.
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The two roats, xi' of A are:

X.
1.

etE H.G r-:;-:'AG 2-Er ±v (~_!.)

[( etT*HP*)o~ ~p ) - et~ ~ ]
2 ±

-----,

aA(E G -G E ) =P 't' P 't'
(9 )

±

(10)

.[[(etT*H~~~t~PL-et._mr_ et'A(-P* ~~pr ~~)

= a
\

b. (11)

A eloser inspeetion reveals that a 2 >b, i. e., the

roots are real. No oscillatory priee movements

will oeeur owing to the faet that tax adjustment,

as defined, follows and reinforees the priee ad

justment.

Given this, the convergenee condition can be writt-

en as:

) a < O j
lb > O

(12)

Written out in terms of the slopes of the demand

and supply curves (12) acquires the following mean

ing:

od os
o(TP) < O, ap > O (13)

This convergence condition should be compared with

the condition for stability in the Walrasian sense

in a market with only price adjustment:
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-- <o(TP) aP
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(14)

In the "normal" case with a neqatively sloping

demand curve and a positive slope of the supply

curve, we will have loeal stability both with ann

without tax adjustment. However, with supply price

decreasing with scale, i.e. the supply curve

having a negative slope,--and with the case of

demand increasing wi th price--the risks of insta

bility differ.

without tax, the price will be instable only if

the negative slope of the supply curve is less

steep than that of the demana curve. This traditio

nal condition for stability means that the conver

gent price change via the demano term shoulo in

absolute terms dominate an eventual counteracting

supply term.

with the tax being determined as in (2), any nega

tively sloping supply curve will, however, make

system (5) instable. This can be intuitively unoer

stood from the expressions (7) and (8). We see

that divergences in aemand price (pT* + ~P*) deter

mine the tax change, ann also affect the change in

the producer's price. ~he tax in other worrls,

acting as a wedge between supply and oemann

prices, keeps the demand price from oiverging too

fast, which in turn makes it possible for the

supply price to outrun the demand price.

Without taxes this cannot happen even when supply

tenns to decrease slightly with price. Suppose

supplies are too big, with supply prices heinq too

low. This in itself will tenn to lower the price
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further. Demand , however, wi Il act in the oppo

site, stabilizing direction. Being more price

sensitive, it will nominate. Introducinq a tax

wedge means that the demand price can be control

led by way of increased taxation allowing the

supply price to slide further without beinq effec

tively checked by a demand expansion, etc. The tax

has made both prices instable.

Other tax targets may, however, introduce new and

potentially larger risks of instability. Local qo

vernment price subsidies for utili ties, housing,

etc., in Sweden seem to aim at keeping the house

hold expendi tures for these "necessities" constant

relative to household income. Let us assume prices

to be expressed in some representative nUPleraire

and neglect income changes. This tax target would

then mean that current expenditure on the item in

question has to be adjusted to some prescribed

amount M. In a wider political interpretation this

tax rule could be thought of as implying that

political decision-makers allocate the suhsidies

to the big expenditure items so as to maximize

appreciation and votes. ~~i th this interpretation

the rule approximates subsinizinq policies within

a wide range of state and loca1 areas, from anu l t

enucation ann recreational activities to fring~

services on health ann oln-age care. Keeping the

denotations as above, the adjustment system can he

written as:

.
T

aE

AG

a(d-s)

A. (H - PTd).

P, T, a, A. > O

(15)

(16 )
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Using the same reasoning as before, we find that

the real parts of the corresponding matrix roots

have to be negative for the adjustment system to

converge.

The matrix roots are:

- l [ * ad os * ( J + Jt( l [ * ödXi - 2 aT o(TP) - a op - AP d l+ep - 2 _aT o(TP)

---"-------- --------"----,
oS J)2 oS- a-- - AP*d(l+e) - aAP*d(l+e ) -- =öP p p öp (17)

(18)

where ep denotes the price elasticity of demand.

As before, all derivatives are evaluated in equi

librium.

In this case, complex roots may appear giving rise

to oscillatory price movements, which is what we

would expect since tax and price adjustment in

(15-16) tend to counteract each other.

We thus have the following two possibilities of

convergence:

I. Dampened oscillation

II. Straight convergence

ra < o

lb > a 2

r a < O

l a 2 > b > O

(19)

(20)

The common necessary conditions for convergence,

a < O, b > O, can be derived directly from (17):
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cd oS A OS
T* < p*d(l+e p ); ~p(l+ep) > OrnPT - ·op ex v

(21 )

Let us finally also have a eloser look at the

condition that differentiates between dampened os

cillation (19) and straight convergence (20). We

will get oseillatory convergence if:

One simple implieation of (22) is that:

ad os
o (TPl 5P > o.

In other words we will get oseillatory eonvergence

only if the supply or demand curve behaves "a bnor

mallylt" when we have, for example, a negatively

sloping supply eurve~ If eondition (22) is fulfil

led, the movement of both the supply price and the

tax coefficient will be described by:

(23)

where p ± vi = the roots, r±v = the characteristic

vectors associated wi th the roots, and where both

the conjugate constants kl and k 2 and the phase

constant, ~, depend on initial eonditions.

From (21) we see that with an elastic demand,

(ep < -l), and a positive supply curve, subsidies
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aimed at stabilizing expenditure will introduce

instability of price. This is also easy to under

stand intuitively. While, in the first example,

producer prices and the tax coefficient are adjust

ed in the same direction, thereby slowing down

the adjustment of each other we now have a revers

ed situation. Suppose the produceris price has

been set too low. This gives rise to excess

demand, moving the supply price upwards. At the

same time, however, with elastic demand , expendi

tures are too big, which means that the tax coeffi

cient moves down. Hence, subsidies grow, counter

acting the effect of' the produceris price on

demand price. This, obviously, leads to a decreas

ing demand price followed by an increasing supply

price, etc.

Taking agradual increase of both income and of

the expenditure target, M, into account does not

change this conclusion. A too low supply price

then means an increased potential risk of instabil

i ty compared to a too high supply price . I f the

subsidy rule is changed to mean that subsidies

vary in a fixed proportion to demand, the conclu

sion is in fact strengthened --holding for an

inelastic demand as weIl. Political expediency may

often seem to require the use of such "explosive"

subsidy rules. This is illustrated by the Swedish

experience in some areas of health and recreation.

The model exemplified above can be generalized to

the multi-market case. '~i thout individual speci

fication of the tax rules involved little more

can, however, be learned from such a generaliza

tion except the important, but obvious, conclusion
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that none of the ususal sets of sufficient stabili

ty conditions retain any credibility when extended

to involve also tax adjustment rules. 1

Real life adjustrnent is seldom a continuous pro

cess. This is true both for price-setting produ

cers and, perhaps even more, for tax authorities.

If we make the realistic assumption that adjust

ments take place in discrete steps, the size of

these steps or the rate of adjustment becomes

important for stability.2

Since there is, no longer , an immediate feed-ba-ck

from market reaction to adjustment, you now run

the risk of over-shooting your targets. If your

"over-correction II is even bigger than the needed

correction, the adjustment will obviously become

unstable.

This is true already when there is only a price

adjustment to deal with. Formulated as a differ

ence equation with ~p(t) = p(t+1)-p(t) and p(t)

representing the di vergence from equilibrium, the

price adjustrnent can be written:

l ef. Ysander (1980), where sufficient conditions
for the multi-market case are discussed.

2 In actual Ii fe you may, of course, decide inde
pendently how often to adjust and how much to
adjust. In the analytical example above, however,
the time period is taken as given, restricting the
possible variation to the rate of adjustment.
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a > O

By iteration, this can be solven as:

tp(t+l) = (l + aE*) p(O).
p

The wellknown conrlition for convergence is:

(25)

-2<aEp <O (with alternating values for -2<aEp <-1)
(26)

This simply expresses that any "over-correction II

must be less than th.e neerleo correction. The 'A1al

rasian conoition for mar'ket stahility being ful

filled, (26) can be expressed as limits for the

rate of adjustment:

o < a
2< _._--_.__..-

_ (cd _ ~)

cp cp

(27)

Since any fixed positive tax, T, will increase the

step-size of demand-induce<1 adjustment by (T-1)a,

by definition it follows that even without tax

anjustments all proportional market taxes will

narrow the safety margins for stable price adjust

ment.

Let us now take a further step and introduce n tax

that is adjusted at the same intervals as price

and has the same simple aiTTl as that in our first

example above, i.e., to keep nemanö at a pre-öeter

mined value d*. In vector form the adjustment

system (neglecting again the asterisks when possi

ble) can he written as:
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(~p(t), ~r; (t») = A(p(t), r; (t»), (28)

where, A, stands for the same matrix as in (6)

above and ~(t) = ~(t+l) - r;(t) with r;(t) represent

ing the divergence from an equilibrium tax coeffi

cient, T*. A necessary condition for convergence

of a simple difference systern of this kind is

that:

Il + xi I < l; i=l, 2 (29)

where x. is a root of A.
1

We already know the roots from (9-11) above, and

know that they are real. Thus:

-2 < a ± la2 -b' < O (30)

It was shown in (13) above that the second part of

this condition requires that the demand slope be

negative and the supply slope positive, i.e., a

"normal" market situation. The first part of (30)

is the now added restriction on step-size. Given

the second part of (30) we can spellout the first

part in the following manner:

a 2 > b
a<O, b>O [

a> -2 ]
~ (a ± la 2 -b » -2 _

b > -4(1+a)
(31)

The two inequali ties to the right in (31) express

constraints on the rates of adjustment, a and Ae

(aT* + AP*) O(~P) - a ~ > -4oP (32)

P* od os 2 [( * *) od - os J 4
aA. ffiPT oP - aT +AP ffiPT - a oP < (33)
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After same reshuffling (32) and (33) yield the fol

lowing limits --now expressed in terms of the

decision variables p and ~-- for the rate of price

adjustment, a:

~ (cd _ ~) _ od o~ + 4
A cp cp c~ op

< a <
_(Od _ ~)

op cp

(34)

Comparing (34) wi th the restriction on a wi thout

taxes in (27 ) (and remernber ing that the slope of

the original demand curve corresponds to od/ o (TP

= l/T*(od/op)) we see that the introduction of tax

means that a is now bounded also from below and

that both bounds are functions of the rate of tax

adjustment, A. The right-side inequality shows,

for example, that the more price-sensitive demand

is, the slower the tax adjustment has to be, given

a. Increasing the relative tax adjustment rate,

A/a, will always lead to instability.

Taxes and Structural Stability

Our examples so far have deal t wi th stabi Ii ty in

the usua1 sense, i.e., we have discussed price

developments in a market characterized by given

coefficient values.

Of at least equal interest , but more difficul t to

exemplify formally,. is the case where a tax adjust

ment rule renders the rnarket structurally insta-

. ble, in the sense that even small changes in the

parameters will change the behavior of the system,

establishing a qui te different set of equilibria

or regions of stability.
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When we are discussing the stability of an econo

mic system in the face of 1arge quanti tative or

qualitative changes, say, a big hike in oil prices

or drastic changes in the laws governing ownership

of firms, the myopic study of local stability

properties is seldom of much use. The kind of

instability we are then interested in means that

we are far from the original equilibrium or the

established growth-path. If the initial disturb

ance concerned the size of an endogenous variable

in our model of the economy, we would say that the

size of the change had been "out of bounds II for

the stability region wi thin which we had, so far,

been operating . With the change occurring in an

exogenous variable or a behavioral parameter we

wouid, instead, interpret the result as evidence

of II s tructural instability" in the sense that

shifts in the parameters can lead to changed sta

bility properties, a new topography for the phase

space of the system. l

The introduction of taxing procedures on various

markets is, in itself, an important change that

could modify the structural stability properties

of the entire system. Taxes may, moreover , often

induce changes in the behavior of the economic

actors as well as al ter the system' s ability to

adjust to and absorb other institutionai or envi

ronrnental changes that occur.

The Swedish economy abounds with illustrative ex

amples of tax-adjusted behavior and tax-induced

changes in market structure.

l See Appendix, note III, p.228.
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High tax rates have, in many cases, leö to the

establishment of "grey " or "black" markets. Com

petition from these often modifies behavior in the

"official" rnarkets considerahly. In the fifties

and sixties market structure also tended to change

as a result of taxation laws being generally unfa

vorable to small family businesses. In recent

years the combination of complex tax laws, mostly

written in nominal terms, and a hiqh rate of infla

tion have led to huge unintended discrepancies

betweeen the tax treatment of various kinds of

real anö financial investment. Since these discrep

ancies are quickly discounted in capital values

they tend to make the whole economic system increa

singly vulnerable to changed expectations of infla

tion or of tax adjustment. 1

Any attempt to discuss these structural stability

problems in substance would take us far beyono the

scope ann ambition of this paper. Let us, however,

try to clarify the formal stability concepts in

volved by giving an example from oil price-set

ting, couched in the same terms of market ad just

ment as our preceding analysis. The example chosen

may fill this function, al though it can claim no

immediate relevance for policy.

Suppose there are two kinds of oil prices, p
r

which is an index of the US producer price of

refined oil and, Po' which stands for an index of

the Saudi government's unit charge for crude oil.

l For an assessment and a niscussion of these
assymetries and discrepancies in the' tax treatJTlent
of different kinds of investment ef. Johansson
(1978) •
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It is assumed, here, that the U.S. oil companies

try to reduce any eventual gap between their domes

tic price increase and that of the Saudi qovern

ment. The Saudis on their side are considered to

have an idea of what constitutes a "fair" propor

tion, r, between the price increase they get and

that of the U. S. companies. The price adjustments

can then be described by the following:

Po = rPr - p o ·

(35)

(36)

The stability properties of this system obviously

depend crucially on r, the Saudi I s preset idea of

a fair proportion. r=l, for example, means that

any point with p =p is a stable equilibrium. Witho r
r>l no equilibria exist and prices will explode.

The U. S. government now inter feres in the game,

trying to curb the inflationary impulses of the

oil parties by taxing away domestic demand when

ever oil price hikes increase. The oil tax rate, ~,

expressed as a multiple of Pr' is raised in propor

tion to the product of both oil prices, although

at a decreasing rate. The Saudis now have to take

the tax into account in calculating the "fair"

proportion. The total adjustment can be written as

follows:

· a(po - p ) (37)Pr r

· (r - 't )p (38)Po r - Po

· PrPo - ~'t. (39)'t
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The behavior of this systern is very different. For

small values of r the systern globally tends to a

simple equilibrium. Should the Saudis, unlikely

enough, consider it "fair" that the crude price

develops much slower than the U.S. domestic price,

the effect of the tax may be, in fact, to accel

erate the downslioing of both prices towards zero.

For a somewhat larger r, there is one stable equi

librium (two, if negative prices are allowed),

denoting an equal price increase, with a positive

tax to balance off the Sauöi I s claim for a"fair"

price edge.

If r gets even larger--magnifyinq the Saudi I s id'ea

of a fair relation of price--it suddenly leads to

a completely new mode of behavior. Wherever the

development starts off (excepting s orne isolated

points of equilibrium) it will eventually be drawn

into a circular motion of prices and tax. The

crude price leads, due t'o the Saudi I s high price

ambition, with the U.S. price following. Both

are, however, outrun by a fast although decelerat

ing tax change. The high tax then turns the move

ment downwards, again with the crude price in the

lead, followed by tax and U.S. dornestic price

until the shift in relative oil price is enough to

offset the tax and the crude price starts increas

ing again. The relative oil price will thus vary

around 1 while the tax rate moves around (r-l).

The development is, however, very sensitive to

small differences in the values of the variables.

After a certain number of "orbi ts" (the rotation

n,umbers being a Markov sequence) the system will

suddenly branch off into another hut similar

"orbit ", only to return again after a while to the
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first "orbit", etc. Looking at

outside we wou1d observe sudden

the system

shifts in

from

the

price- and tax-cyc1es occurring according to a

seeming1y stochastic schedule. The movement could

--projeeted on the price plane--1ook like figure

A.

This rather "exotic ll examp1e 1 illustrates the fact

that taxes may not only change the stability pro

perties around equilibria~ they can also change

the who1e nature of equilihria and their structu

ra1 stability in the face of parameter changes.

Figure A. Alternating price cycles

op

rp

l The quoted model is an instance of the so-called
Lorentz model, originally invented to solve a prob
lem in aerodynamics (Lorentz, 1963). It has later
been shown to give a good description also of the
reversals of Earth' s magnetic field over geologi
cal times (Ruelie and Takens, 1971). Continued
work with this kind of attractor system has been
reported by Grlimm(1976a-b).
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Tax Uncertainty and Market Stability--the Housing

Market

So far we have dealt explicitly only with tax

induced instability under full information. How

ever, if tax adjustment is hard to predict for the

parties concerned, the induced uncertainty may

give rise to stability problems in the form of

highly erratic price movements. A striking example

of this is provided by the Swedish market for

owner-occupied houses.

Pricing, in this market, is to a large extent

determined by the tax authorities. This is done

firstly by assessing the taxable value of the

property--supposedly at 3/4 of market value--and

secondly by applying to this value a progressive

scale of imputed taxable income, which is then

superimposed on the alreany steeply progressive

income tax. The outcome in many cases is that the

owner pays more to the government than to his bank

and that what the tax authori ties evaluate is in

fact the resul t of previous tax decisions. Espe

cially when tax scales and tax norms are changing

rapidly and at an unpredictable rate this can give

rise to cyclic price fluctuations and demand insta

bi Iity. In recent years, inflationary gains have

dominated houseowners' expectations. Tax instahil

ity--which increases with inflation--could soon,

however, become a serious problem especially if

inflationary expectations also become unstable . A

relatively advantageous taxing of capital gains on

private houses compares favorably with the level

of taxation on more rigidly taxed markets, for

exarnple, the stock market and bank deposi ts. Fluc

tuating capital gains from private real estate
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find their way back to other markets and there

contribute to intermittent swings in demand.

Let us take

unpredictable

problems.

a closer look at the way in which

tax adjustments create instability

property tax

camputed the

whose owner

tax rate of

75 per cent. The curve is "theoretical" in so far

as it presupposes that the prescribeo assessment

norm --3/4 of market value-- is strictly adhereo

The theoretical impact of current

rates is shown in Fig. B. l~e have

curve for a recent ly assessed house

has, on average, a margina.l income

Figure B. Current Swedish tax rates on owner

occupie~ho~es

% tax rate (annual
percentage of house value)

3

2

l

o
100 200 300 400 500

House value
(Thousands Sw.kr)
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to. Actually, this has not been the case in recent

years. By systematical1y lowering the norm for

more expensive houses in the most recent assess

ment (1975), the tax authorities seem to have, to

a certain degree, counteracted the effects of pro

gression.

To see what the progressive rates JTlight do to the

prices of houses, one can compute ann campare

price curves for proportionate ana progressive tax

rates respective1y, as shown in Fig. C.

If we use the followinq notations:

v(t) market value of house at time t

net annual user value (rent value) at

time O

p rate of growth of user value

s tax coefficient (tax pain in percentage (40)
of market va1ue of house)

r discount rate

n-t

b

remaining economic life of house

parameter of tax progression, s(t) b V(t)

The market value of the house computen as the

discountea value of future incomes and tax pay

ments can then, wi th a conRtant proportionate tax

coefficient, be written as:

v(t)
n
J (a e Pu - sv(u))e-r(u-t)du
t O

(41)

which resolves into:

v(t) (42)
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We now use the following parameter valnes:

s

t

n

6

0.08

0.01

0.06

40

(43)

A computation of (42) wi th these parameter values

gives the price curve I, in Fig. C. As expected

the elasticity of price to changes in the tax

coefficient is relatively low, -0,2, at the start

and -0,1 at ha1f-life.

Let us now

0.00007V(t).

introauce

Compared

progression by

to the current

setting

formal

s =

tax

scales these ra.tes are relatively low, both as to

level and progression. Thus, t'hey take some ac

count of the effect of intermittent assessment.

The market value of the house can now be written

as:

V(t)

n

f (aoePU - bV2 {u») e-r{u-t)du
t

(44)

The explicit solution--which. the common huyer is

supposed1y fo11owing in his evaluation--turns out

to be a rather tortuous and long-winrted expres

sion. 1 The numerica1 result for the chosen parame

ters is shown as price curve III, in Fig. C.

The e1asticity of price to changes in the tax

parameter is now very much h.igher, given a high

rate of growth in URer value.

l An account ano discussion of the complete solu
tion is given in Ysander (1976).
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Development of house price for different

taxing and market behavior

House value
(Thousands Sw.kr.

500

400

300

200

100

OL.-_-'-__""---_--L.__..L-._---'-__..a.-. ..

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 t years

Comparing the curves I ann III we see that an

increase of the tax yield is not likely to he the

main effect of applying a progressive scale.

First, ann foremost, the price difference between

the various categories of houses oiminishes.

Bigger and/or more comfortable houses become less

profitable to builo and sell.

Rather than taking full account of future progres

sion, buyers and sellers may expect the current

total tax coefficient to remain constant. The

result would be a jumpy price development as demon

strated by price curve II in the figure. As shown

by the Sweaish experience in the seventies it is

very difficult to prediet when ana how far tax
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rates will he adjusted for inflation or counter

acted by assessing practices. The shadea area be

tween curves I and II I, in Fiq. C, can be inter

preten as a margin for the price uncertainty aris

ing from progressive taxation. This margin will,

moreover, tenn to increase with inflation. The

instability normally associatert with changing" in

flation rates will thus be muItipliea by this tltax

uncertainty" •

Up to now we have dealt exclusively with isolated

adjustments in a single market. However, the most

wioely observed ann best known example of tax-in-

aucea instability re lates to the anjustment of

heavily taxert wage markets to price increases in

the proc1uct markets, i.e., to inflation. This has

been an acute problem in Sweoen durinq most of the

seventies.

In contrast to our previous examples we are faced,

here, with annuaI tax adjustments airning, rnainly

and explicitly, to compensate for the stahility

prohlems created by the tax structure itself.

The rates of income tax in Sweden are highly pro

gressive -- and changing rapidly. Even excluoing

the various kinas of employers I social insurance

fees, etc.--adoing up to about 40 per cent of pain

out wages--the marginal income tax rate for an

average skillen inoustrial worker in Swenen now

approaches 70 per cent, the average rate being

some twenty per cent lower--all measured in terms

of taxable

steeper for

personal income. ~he proqression is

high-income earners--and for low-

income earners receivinq subsinies.
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If the worker, ci ted above, should be compensated

for say a 10 per cent of inflation--with tax

scales not being automatically adjusted for infla

tion--he would have to receive a wage increase of

some 17 per cent--starting off arun-away wage

inflation spiral.

Negotiations are further aggravated by the var

iance in marginal tax rates between different

groups of labor. Since gross wages are what is

negotiated any compromise between the unions is

likely to add further inflationary pressure.

Continuous tax revisions or an indexing of the tax

scales provide the standard answer to the first

problem--that of eliminating the IItax multipliers

of inflationII.

The second part of the problem however does not

disappear so easily. Support for a tax redistribu

tion of today's income does not automatically mean

acquiescence in the further leveling of tomorrow's

income implied by the marginal tax rates necessary

to carry through the redistribution. To ward off

this cause of wage inflation, annual revisions of

relative total tax rates for various income-groups

have, in recent years, become an important part of

collective wage negotiations in Sweden. The struc

ture of any progressive income tax is unfortunate

ly such that every attempt to use tax revisions to

satisfy claims for further leveling of net wages

is apt to aggravate the IIlocking-in ll effects and

stability problems for the next round of wage

negotiations.
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There is another side of this instability prohlern

that should be mentioned here, al though i t falls

somewhat outside the model context of the previous

discussion. Introducinq progressive taxation, ap

plien to gross mar1<et price, nefinitionally means,

ceteris paribus, a lowerin9 of the gross price

elasticity of supply in the market. In terms of

the labor market this means making labor less

inclined to move in response to certain given waqe

inducements.

When this weakened pull effect is compounded, as

in Sweden, with an institutionally ann legislative

ly restricteo push effect--by restrictions on how

and when and why labor can he lain off--the possi

ble consequences on market stahility are apparent.

The adjustment to shi fts in foreign clemann and/or

to relative price changes will he slowed oown and

the competition for labor from expanrling firms

couln ei ther resul t in more inflationary wage in

creases or a petering out of expansion wi th in

flaten wage demann workinq as a aamper.

Instead of Conclusions

Our previous niscussion has involved a rather

varien collection of examples of possihle tax-in

duced instability. Our focus on inil.ivioual market

adjustment however means, that we have not treate~

the equally important problems of the impact of

taxation on macro-economic stahility.

The examples presenten earlier no not reaoilv lenn

themselves to any general interpret.ation or conclu

sion. They ~o hovJever illustrate two important

points.
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The first one concerns policy. lNhen raising the

"technical ll ambitions of tax-policy, gradually

using it for more differentiated regulatoryaims,

the risk of disrupting the lInormal" market adjust

ment processes grows. 1

Stability problems are thus aoded to the more

widely discussed problems of the long-term alloca

tive effects of tax-induced changes in relative

prices. The Swedish experience in the seventies

seems to

point of

what you

policy.

suggest that, als o from the stability

view, there are severe limitations to

can safely hope to accomplish by tax

The second point has to 00 wi th research. ~ve have

by now a fairly well-developed literature on "opti

mal taxation" and the welfare effects of a fixed

tax structure from an "equilihrium point of view".

Our examples demonstrate that there is now qood

reason to take one further step ann investigate

the impact of taxes and tax adjustment on market

stability as weIl. Unfortunately, any thorouqh in

vestigation into these problems will have to work

with <iisequilibrium modeis, which makes points of

departure harder to finn. The results will also be

less general and theoretically convincing. That

may be an explanation for our being late to start

but it is hardly an excuse for further delay.

l Alternative ways of pursuinq these policyaims
may of course be even worse from a stability point
of view. The use of more direct intervention or
regulation by definition Makes the economy rnore
rigid ann hence less shock-proof. Having more "fix
tures" a.nd less free variability tends to narrow
the rnargins of adjustment in the economy.
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APPENDIX

THREE NaTES ON THE CONCEPT OF STABILITY

I Some basic stability concepts

To facilitate reading the paper the reader may
want to recall some basic stahility concepts.

The concepts can be illustrated as in Fig. l. T'1e
assume that we are dealing with an autonornous
system, i.e., a system in which time, t, is not an
essentiaI variable but only used as a parametriza
tion variable. We further assume that we are work
ing in some open region of phase space, through
each point, X, of which there goes a unique path
of the differential system:

x = X(x), X(o) = Oj

where x and i denote vectors.

Figure l. Some basic stability concepts

"",,,,------ ........ ,
" "/ ,

S~abl '.
I Asym~totlcally stable

I \
/ '
I S (r) "I ,
I ,\ -r- S(R)

I
\ I (
U~table R II- H R)

" //

" ",
' ............_--------"

We shall designate by
region IIxll<r and Ilxll<R,
the sphere Ilxll=R itself.

Ser), SeR) the spherical
respectively, and by H(R)

We now say that the origin o is:

l) Stable (or stable in the Liapunov sense) when
ever'-lor each R there is an r ~ R such that a
path initiated in Ser) alwa'ys remains within
S (R) •
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2) Asymptotically stable or resilient l whenever
it is stable, and, in addition, every path
starting inside some S(R ), R >0, tenös to theo o
origin as time increases indefinitely.

3) Unstable whenever for some R and r, no matter
how small, there is always in S(r) a point x
such that the path through x reaches the
boundary H(R) •

II Roundedness, Practical and Ultimate Stability

The usual basic concepts of stability analysis
unfortunately turn out to be of Iittle practical
use when applied to price developments in real
life economics. There are, in particular, four
further problems that must be taken into account
in any attempt at measuring stability in actual
price movements.

In real economics time is an essential variable,
i. e., the systems are non-autonomous. In theory,
a generalization of the stability concepts to non
autonomous systems is straightforwarö although
proofs tend to get more laborious. In practice we
almost never know enough to analyze explicitly the
time-dependence.

Resilience and stabiiityare empirically indetermi
nate properties as long as we are talking in terms
of some neighborhood which may be arbitrarily
close to the origin. To acquire an empirical con
tent the concepts must be quantified by measuring
the extent of the regions involved in the stabil
ity definitions.

In most economic as weIl as physical systems,
stability problems usually arise, not primarily
because of initial conditions being far from equi
librium, but because of various kinns of persist
ent disturbances or perturbations. Any useful sta
bility concept must therefore refer to the move
ments of such a perturben system.

l Different authors use "res ilience" to cover vari
ous shades or aspects of stability. We have
chosen, here, to use the word when the system
tenns to become more narrowly confineö within some
neighborhood of an equilib~ium.
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Finally, we are often less interested in ascertain
ing the return to origin than we are in making
sure that the system stays within bounds. Stabil
ity in the sense of Lagrange means just this,
viz., that all solutions are bounded. Again this
definition needs to be quantified to make empiri
cal sense.

In trying to meet these four empirieal require
ments we eould end up with the following two sta
bility definitions that are illustrated by Fig. 2.
Our starting-point is a system:.
x = X(x,t)+p(x,t), t)O; X(O,t)=O for all t)D

where p denotes perturbations satisfying p<ö. We
have, also, in the figure two sets: Q whieh is a
elosed and bounded set eontaining the origin, and
Q whieh is a subset of Q. We could then, folIow-

o
ing LaSalle-Lefschetz (1961) define:

Practical stability of the origin as the property
requiring that for given Q, Q and &, any solu-- o
tion starting in Q will remain in Q for T)t) O

o
(ef. Xl in Fig. 2).

Somewhat analogous to the concept of asymptotic
stability or resilience would be:

Practical resilience: requiring that, for given Q,
00 and ö I any path going through Q will be in Qo
for all t ) T (ef. Xl in Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Practical stability and practical
resilience

Q
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III. Structural and Comprehensive Stability

In most econornic discussions of stability we deal
with a system with fixed parameters where the path
of prices, for example, can be completely öescrib
ed as a function of the state variables: dx
f(x)dt.

In real economies parameters do change. This is
obviously the case with the parameters represent
ing the state of the external world, such as world
market prices for a national economy. Even if we
simplify by ignoring these exogenously determined
parameters we will still be faced with changing
parameters.

In a widened or lengthened perspective we must
take account of the fact that the behavior or the
institutionally determined parameters of an econom
ic system change according to some rule. Denoting
the vector of parameters p, such a generalized
explanation of change could be written as: dx =
f(x, p)dt.

To avoid making the analysis too unwieldy econo
mists usually try to discuss time developments in
two stages - sometimes identified as a short and a
long rune In the short run, parameters can be
treated as given and the total change can thus be
split into two parts:

dx = fl(x, p)dt + f 2 (x,p)dp.

To be able to separate the impact of parameter
change, f

2
, from the "short-run ll developments with

given parameters, fl' it is obviously necessary to
assume that parameter changes are measured in time
scales quite different from those userl to define
"short run II changes. This could be done by assum
ing parameter changes to be extremely "sudden II •

Usua11y however, econornists go the opposite way,
making the "cornparative static ll assumption that
parameter changes occur slowly enough so that the
"short run" system always has time to reach its
asymptotic equi1ibria.

Instead of discussing stability as a property of
the "phase-portrait", fl' of a system with given
parameters one may want to treat stability as a
question of how big or how continuously the change
in II phase-portrait ll is, that results from certain
parameter changes. This is roughly what is meant
to be measured by "structural stability" in the
sense of Smale (1967) or of the "catastrophy
theory" •
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Fig. 3 may help to give some intuitive idea of
this concept. Drawn with full lines in Fig.3a is
the original "phase-portrait", which is supposed
to be fairly simple--three basins, each with an
attractor.

Figure 3. Change in "phase-portraits" caused
by change in parameters

a b

'-le now make a slight variation of the parameters
and watch for resu1ts. The dotted lines in Fig. 3a
show what cou1d happen if the structure of the
system is relatively stable. The parameter varia
tion does not change the dynamic structure but
only causes a continuous shifting of basins ann
limit-cyc1es. Fig. 3b illustrates a structural1y
unstable case where the same variation completely
remodels the phase-portrait, reducinq the number
of basins and changing the character of attrac
tors.

Once you inc1ude parameter chanqes in the frame
work of analysis there is one further question of
stability to be consinereo. '~at causes parameters
to change ann does that kinrl of "system change"
tend to counteract or reinforce instability
"within the system"? Do insti tutions and economic
behavior adapt in the long run so as to reouce or
to maintain long-term imbalances? These questions
concerning comprehensive stability --central to
the current discussion of stagflation-- can, how
ever, seldom be useful1y analyzed wi thin our eco
nomic models. The inability of our medels to deal
with "structura1 change" is inrleed probably a
major explanatien for their poor showing during
recent years.
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